PICTURE BOOKS

The Hike by Alison Farrell
hardcover $17.99

This book is a must have for all budding scientists, adventurers, and friends! It is
the story three friends who embark on a hike through their local forest. Includes a
glossary, lots of nature facts, and the sketch book of one of the adventurers.
Beautiful and informative!

The Cool Bean by Jory John illustrated by Pete Oswald
hardcover $18.99

If you are a fan of The Bad Seed and The Good Egg, you can’t miss The Cool Bean! Everyone
knows the cool beans. They’re soooooo cool. Always on the sidelines, one bean
unsuccessfully tries everything he can to ﬁt in with the crowd—until one day the cool
beans show him how it’s done. In the end, we all know it is cool to be kind.

Snail & Worm: Three Stories About Two Friends by Tina Kügler
paperback $6.99

Snail and Worm are an unlikely pair that will have you laughing from the start. Told in three
hilarious chapters, this is a perfect book for readers transitioning between picture books
and chapter books. This book is hilarious!

Bunny Money by Rosemary Wells
paperback $7.99

It's Grandma's birthday, and Max and Ruby know exactly what Grandma would love.
Ruby has saved up a walletful of bills, but as unexpected mishap after mishap
occurs, money starts running through the bunnies' ﬁngers.... Will they have enough
left for the perfect present? Wells' adorable story is also a fun and lively introduction
to early math.

Be You! by Peter Reynolds

hardcover $17.99
This inspirational picture book offers life advice for readers who want to be
themselves... this book is a gorgeous guidebook for those seeking encouragement
while encountering life's challenges. Be curious. Be adventurous. Be brave. Be You!

Other titles by Peter Reynolds you may like:

LEVELED READERS

Cece Loves Science: Push and Pull by Kimberly Derting and Shelli Johannes
paperback $4.99

Cece and her friend Isaac learn about the opposite forces of push and pull, and use their new
knowledge to create a treat dispenser for Cece’s dog, Einstein. Perfect for aspiring scientists
and inventors!

Bruce’s Big Fun Day by Ryan Higgins

paperback $4.99

Nibbs the mouse wants to give Bruce a BIG FUN DAY! But Bruce does not like BIG FUN
DAYS. Not one bit. Who doesn’t love Mother Bruce??

National Geographic Kids: Foxes by Laura Marsh
paperback $4.99

Mysterious, cunning, smart, and sleek, foxes are everyone’s favorite fantastic forest canine.
Learn all about fascinating foxes, including where they live, how they hunt, and what their
families are like. Packed with photos and facts!

Wild Kratts: Wild Dogs and Canines! by Martin and Chris Kratt
paperback $4.99

Go on an adventure with zoologists Chris and Martin Kratt as they travel to animal
habitats around the globe. In this book, The Wild Kratts go in search of wolves,
coyotes, and wild dogs of all sizes. Comes with stickers!

Truth or Lie: Presidents! By Erica Perl
paperback $4.99

In a unique question-and-answer format, you can quiz yourself about funny, interesting
presidential trivia, to see if you can separate facts from lies. The mascot--the Truth
Sleuth--guides you through this entertaining and fact-packed and hilarious book. Did
President Taft really get stuck in the bath? Read the book to ﬁnd out!

BEGINNING CHAPTER BOOKS

Frankie Sparks and the Class Pet by Megan Frazer Blakemore
paperback $5.99

The best thing EVER is happening in Frankie Sparks's third-grade class: They are
getting a class pet! Their teacher, Miss Cupid, tells them they will vote on their pet, but it
has to meet some "parameters." You will love this new series following Frankie Sparks
as she uses her love of science and math to solve everyday problems.

Bumble and Bee: Don’t Worry, Bee Happy by Ross Burach

paperback $4.99

Bumble and Bee love to have FUN. But their best friend Froggy just wants some peace and
quiet. They may be an unlikely trio, but no matter what these friends dream up -- from
picture day problem-solving to a comical cure for the hiccups -- you can count on
hilarious, unexpected FUN!

Princess in Black and the Bathtime Battle

by Shannon Hale and Dean Hale illustrated by LeUyen Pham
hardcover $14.99
The Princess in Black is in a very stinky situation. A foul cloud is plaguing the goat pasture,
and it smells worse than a pile of dirty diapers or a trash can on a hot summer day. But every
time the Princess in Black and her friend the Goat Avenger manage to get rid of the odor, they
accidentally blow it to another kingdom!

Dragon Masters: Future of the Time Dragon by Tracey West

paperback $4.99

Eko is in trouble! The dark wizard Maldred has trapped her with a powerful spell. To
free her, Drake and Rori must ﬁnd the Time Dragon. But a sneaky imp sends Drake
traveling back in time! Will Drake be able to save Eko... or will he be stuck in the past
forever? We love Branches books and know that you will, too!

Charlie & Mouse Outdoors by Laurel Snyder illustrated by Emily Hughes
hardcover $14.99

Charlie and Mouse are off on a new adventure: going camping! Follow along as they take a
long drive, have a quick hike, defeat a big lion, hide in a small tent, and conquer the great
outdoors—together. There is so much fun to be had along the way.
Other Charlie and Mouse titles you may like:

CHAPTER BOOKS

Real Pigeons Fight Crime by Andrew McDonald and Ben Wood
paperback $13.99

What do REAL PIGEONS do? They ﬁght crime, of course! Wait, what? You didn't know
your town is protected by a secret squad of crime-ﬁghting feathered friends? Well, you
are about to get schooled. REAL PIGEONS solve mysteries! REAL PIGEONS ﬁght bad
guys!

The Carver Chronicles: Trouble Next Door

by Karen English
paperback $6.99

Third-grader Calvin is dealing with his next-door neighbors moving away—and the
school bully moving in. Meanwhile, competition at the school science fair is heating up,
and Calvin must decide what to do when his data doesn't prove his theory.

Hippo at the End of the Hall by Helen Cooper
hardcover $17.99

The invitation to the Gee Museum was delivered by bees. It wasn’t addressed to anyone, but
Ben knows that it was meant for him. Why else would the images on the postcard have stirred
up memories of his father, who was lost at sea long ago? Ben makes his way to the old
dilapidated building to ﬁnd a host of curious talking animals awaiting his arrival. They are
certain he is the only one who can save the museum.

Donut Dreams: Hole in the Middle by Coco Simon

paperback $6.99

Home feels different and a lot harder ever since Lindsay’s mom passed away two
years ago. Lindsay soon discovers family and friends go a long way towards ﬁlling
any hole in your heart. And life can still be as fun as a pink donut with rainbow
sprinkles!

Thunder Cluck! Chicken of Thor by Paul Tillery IV and Meg Wittwer
paperback $7.99

When an evil chef faces off against the god Thor, a hen's egg is caught in the crossﬁre and
hatches into powerful chick called Thundercluck, beloved by the gods but a target for
evildoers everywhere. For his own safety, the young chicken must ﬂy the coop and hide
out on Earth. But when the Under Chef returns and threatens to make the hens of Valhalla
into rotisserie, Thundercluck scrambles to reclaim the power of thunder and hatch a plan
to defeat him.

MIDDLE GRADE BOOKS

Scary Stories for Young Foxes by Christian McKay Heidicker and Junyi Wu
hardcover $16.99

The haunted season has arrived in the Antler Wood. No fox kit is safe. When Mia and Uly are
separated from their litters, they discover a dangerous world full of monsters. They must
venture through ﬁeld and forest, facing unspeakable things that dwell in the darkness: a
zombie who hungers for their ﬂesh, a witch who tries to steal their skins . . and other things
too scary to mention
Lions & Liars by Kate Beasley
paperback $7.99
Frederick Frederickson has a food-chain theory about life. There are lions, like the school
bully. Gazelles, like the bullied kids. There are meerkats, and the ﬂeas that live on the
butts of meerkats. Frederick's a ﬂea. With a category 5 hurricane is coming, everyone at
Frederick’s disciplinary camp for troublesome boys will have to work together―lions and
ﬂeas alike―to survive!

The Monster Hypothesis by Romily Bernard
hardcover $16.99

Welcome to Bohring-home to 454 people, 2,053 alligators, and one monster curse. Kick
Winter just moved into the swamp Hollows with her Grandma Missouri, the town (fake)
psychic. Bohring is anything but boring for Kick who has already blown a hole through the
kitchen ﬂoor, befriended a chicken-eating gator, and discovered that the town's
hundred-year curse is upon them.

Beyond the Bright Sea by Lauren Wolk

paperback $16.99

Twelve-year-old Crow has lived her entire life on a tiny, isolated piece of the starkly
beautiful Elizabeth Islands in Massachusetts. Abandoned and set adrift in a small boat
when she was just hours old, Crow’s only companions are Osh, the man who rescued and
raised her, and Miss Maggie, their ﬁerce and affectionate neighbor across the sandbar.
Soon, an unstoppable chain of events is triggered, leading Crow down a path of discovery
and danger.

Little Women by Louisa May Alcott
paperback $8.99

Come laugh and cry with the March family in this beloved classic. Meg - the
sweet-tempered one. Jo - the smart one. Beth - the shy one. Amy - the sassy one.
Together they’re the March sisters. Their father is away at war and times are difficult, but
the bond between the sisters is strong.
Other classics you may like:

MIDDLE GRADE SERIES

Tangled in Time: The Portal by Kathryn Lasky
paperback $6.99

Check out this ﬁrst enchanting adventure in a series about a newly orphaned girl who ﬁnds
herself time-travelling between the present day and the court of the two most memorable
English princesses in history.

The Revenge of Magic by James Riley

paperback $8.99

Thirteen years ago, books of magic were discovered in various sites around the world
alongside the bone of long-dead magical creatures are discovered. Only children can
unlock the dangerous power of the books and se the magic. Check out this awesome series
from the author of Story Thieves.

Lily’s Story: A Puppy Tale by Bruce Cameron
hardcover $16.99

A rescue dog to the rescue! Lily is the smallest puppy in her litter and the only girl. Her brothers
are bigger and stronger and like to push her around. When Lily meets a girl named Maggie Rose
at the animal shelter, Lily discovers things are not so bad. Lily’s size means that she can help
other animals who are in trouble.

Explorer Academy: The Nebula Secret by Trudi Trueit

paperback $9.99

Cruz leaves his home to join 23 talented kids from around the globe to train at the Explorer
Academy with the world's leading scientists to become the next generation of great
explorers. But for Cruz, there's more at stake. No sooner has he arrived at the Academy than
he discovers that his family has a mysterious past with the organization that could
jeopardize his future. Packed with real puzzles and codes throughout the book!

Mark of the Thief by Jennifer Nielsen
paperback $7.99

When Nic, a slave in the mines outside of Rome, is forced to enter a sealed cavern containing
the lost treasures of Julius Caesar, he ﬁnds much more than gold and gemstones: He discovers
an ancient bulla, an amulet that belonged to the great Caesar and is ﬁlled with a magic once
reserved for the Gods -- magic some Romans would kill for.
Other titles by Jennifer Nielsen you may like:

GA BOOK AWARD/ HELEN RUFFIN 4th and 5th

The Unteachables by Gordon Korman
paperback $7.99

The Unteachables are a notorious class of misﬁts, delinquents, and academic train wrecks.
Their teacher is Mr. Kermit, the most burned-out teacher in all of Greenwich. He was once a
rising star, but his career was shattered by a cheating scandal that still haunts him. The
Unteachables never thought they’d ﬁnd a teacher who had a worse attitude than they did; Mr.
Kermit never thought he would actually care about teaching again.

The Season of Styx Malone by Kekla Magoon
paperback $7.99

Brothers Caleb and Bobby Gene meet new neighbor Styx Malone- he is sixteen and oozes
cool. Styx promises the brothers that together they can pull off the Great Escalator
Trade--exchanging one small thing for something better until they achieve their wildest
dream. But as the trades get bigger, the brothers soon ﬁnd themselves in over their heads.
Styx has secrets--secrets so big they could ruin everything.

Caterpillar Summer by Gillian McDunn
hardcover $16.99

Join Cat, her brother Chicken who has special needs for summer they will never forget. Cat has
always been the glue keeping her family together- especially after her father died. When a
summer trip doesn’t go according to plan, Cat and Chicken end up spending three weeks with
grandparents they never knew, and learn that even the most broken or strained relationships
can be healed if people take the time to walk in one another’s shoes.

Song for a Whale by Lynne Kelly

paperback $7.99

From ﬁxing the class computer to repairing old radios, twelve-year-old Iris is a tech genius.
But she's the only deaf person in her school, so people often treat her like she's not very
smart. When she learns about Blue 55, a real whale who is unable to speak to other whales,
Iris understands how he must feel. Then she has an idea: she should invent a way to "sing"
to him! But he's three thousand miles away. How will she play her song for him?

The Boy in the Back of the Class by Onjali Q. Rauf
hardcover $16.99

There used to be an empty chair at the back of Mrs. Khan's classroom, but on the third
Tuesday of the school year a new kid ﬁlls it: nine-year-old Ahmet, a Syrian refugee. The
whole class is curious about this new boy--he doesn't seem to smile, and he doesn't talk
much. But after learning that Ahmet ﬂed a Very Real War and was separated from his family
along the way, a determined group of his classmates bands together to concoct the Greatest
Idea in the World--a magniﬁcent plan to reunite Ahmet with his loved ones.

GA BOOK AWARD/ HELEN RUFFIN 6th-8th

Blended by Sharon Draper
paperback $8.99

Isabella’s parents are divorced, so she has to switch lives every week. Izzy is beginning to
realize that being split between Mom and Dad involves more than switching houses,
switching nicknames, switching backpacks: it’s also about switching identities. Her dad is
black, her mom is white, and strangers are always commenting: “You’re so exotic!”She
knows what they’re really saying: “You’re different.”

Bridge Home by Padma Venkatraman
paperback $8.99

Life is harsh in Chennai's teeming streets, so when runaway sisters Viji and Rukku arrive,
their prospects look grim. Fortunately, the girls ﬁnd shelter--and friendship--on an
abandoned bridge. With two homeless boys, Muthi and Arul, the group forms a family of
sorts. But when illness strikes, Viji must decide whether to risk seeking help from strangers
or to keep holding on to their fragile, hard-fought freedom.

To Night Owl from Dogﬁsh by Holly Goldberg Sloane & Meg Wolitzer
hardcover $17.99

Avery Bloom, who's bookish, intense, and afraid of many things, particularly deep water, lives
in New York City. Bett Devlin, who's fearless, outgoing, and loves all animals as well as the
ocean, lives in California. They are both twelve years old, and are both being raised by single,
gay dads. When their dads fall in love, Bett and Avery are sent, against their will, to the same
sleepaway camp. Their dads hope that they will ﬁnd common ground and become
friends--and possibly, one day, even sisters.

All the Impossible Things by Lindsay Lackey
hardcover $16.99

Red’s inexplicable power over the wind comes from her mother. Whenever Ruby “Red” Byrd
is scared or angry, the wind picks up. And being placed in foster care, moving from family to
family, tends to keep her skies stormy. Just when Red starts to settle into her new life, a
fresh storm rolls in, one she knows all too well: her mother. Red is quickly swept up in the
vortex of her mother’s chaos. Now she must discover the possible in the impossible if she
wants to overcome her own tornadoes and ﬁnd the family she needs.

They Called Us Enemy by George Takei
paperback $19.99

A stunning graphic memoir recounting actor/author/activist George Takei's childhood
imprisoned within American concentration camps during World War II. Experience the forces
that shaped an American icon -- and America itself -- in this gripping tale of courage,
country, loyalty, and love.

GRAPHIC NOVELS

I Survived: The Sinking of the Titanic, 1912: The Graphic Novel by Lauren Tarshis
paperback $10.99

Check out the ﬁrst book in the graphic novel adaptation of I Survived! Ten year old George Calder
is exploring The Titanic when a terrible boom shakes the entire boat and suddenly there is water
everywhere. These books combine historical facts with high-action storytelling that's sure to
keep any reader turning the pages.

InvestiGators by John Patrick Green
hardcover $9.99

MANGO and BRASH are the INVESTIGATORS:sewer-loving agents of S.U.I.T.* and
scourge of supervillains everywhere! This new goofy graphic novel series follows the
super spy alligator duo as they travel through the sewers and ﬁght the forces of evil.
Perfect for fans of Dog Man!

Stargazing by Jen Wang

*Special Undercover Investigation Teams

paperback $12.99

Moon shares her deepest secret with her best friend Christine: she has visions of celestial
beings who speak to her from the stars. They reassure her that Earth isn't where she really
belongs. Turns out Moon's secret is more than just visions, and soon Christine's best friend
is in the hospital. Can Christine be the friend Moon needs, now, when the sky is falling?
This heart wrenching hopeful story is perfect for fans of El Deafo.

Baby-Sitters Little Sister: Karen’s Witch by Katy Farina

paperback $10.99

A fresh and fun graphic novel series spin-off of The Baby-sitter’s Club, featuring
Kristy’s little step sister! Is Karen’s next door neighbor really a witch? She wears a
long robe, has wild grey hair and a black cat named Midnight. Karen knows she isn’t
supposed to spy, but she is determined to prove that Mrs. Porter is actually
Morbidda Destiny!

Nathan Hale’s Hazardous Tales: Major Impossible by Nathan Hale
hardcover $13.99

The ninth book in the bestselling series tells the story of John Wesley Powell, the
one-armed geologist who explored the Grand Canyon. In 1869, he embarked with the
Colorado River Exploring Expedition to ﬂoat through Grand Canyon. Over three months,
the explorers lost their boats and supplies, nearly drowned, and were in peril on multiple
occasions. Ten explorers went in, only six came out.
Other titles by Nathan Hale you may like:

NON-FICTION BOOKS

Germs Make Me Sick! by Melvin Berger
paperback $6.99

Germs are all around us, but they're too small to see. Many germs are harmless, but two
kinds, viruses and bacteria, can make you sick. How? Read and ﬁnd out! This book is all
about germs, how they can make you sick, and how your body works to ﬁght them off.

Go! Field Guide: Sharks! by Ross Burach

hardcover $14.99

Dive into the weird and fascinating world of sharks with this guide to these fearsome and
misunderstood animals. Packaged with lifelike model shark teeth, Go! Field Guide: Sharks
features detailed photos and awesome facts for every reader.

Weird but True! Greek Mythology by Sarah Wassner Flynn
paperback $14.99

Weird-but-true facts tell everything kids need to know about all their favorite Greek gods,
heroes, monsters, quests, muses, and famous philosophers. From who gave mankind ﬁre to
famous fatal ﬂaws to who stood guard at the Underworld, this book includes all the iconic
Greek myths--and then goes one wonderfully weird step beyond.

Most Dangerous by Steve Sheinkin
paperback $12.99

In 1964, Daniel Ellsberg was a U.S. government analyst, helping to plan a war in
Vietnam, but eventually, he turned against the war. He had access a top-secret
government report known as the Pentagon Papers, and he knew it could blow the lid
off of years of government lies. But did he have the right to expose decades of
presidential secrets? And what would happen to him if he did it?

Science is Magic by Steve Mould
hardcover $16.99

Find out the scientiﬁc secrets behind amazing magic tricks. Learn how to bend water with
a balloon, how to create ghosts with mirrors, and how to turn water into juice! Packed
with optical illusions, pranks, and fun facts.
Check out these other science experiment books:

DRAW, COLOR & CREATE
LEARN TO
COOK

LEGOS!
JOURNALS & FILL-INS

PUZZLES, CODING & CHALLENGES

TRIVIA, FACTS, DARES & GUIDES

